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The THE LISTENING

I • read with interest Henry

From the Korean War...the other day in

Korea and the United States, the

periodicals that the

Korean War is not seen as an isolated event,

not as a separate conflict but rather as a

part of a broader struggle involving

countries. The United States, in particular,

appears to be taking a more

active role in the region, with the

deployment of additional troops and

military aid. This is in response to

North Korea's growing ambitions and the

increase in tensions on the Korean

 penninsula.

The THE LISTENING

1 • When the highways were first

built through this section they

were cut and blasted through new

forests. For hours at a time the

men were in the air as the

bombers blasted tiae daylights out

of their homes. It was the first big

assault on the British Isles.

The raiders dived low to lose

their targets and then came back

for more. Some observers compared

this to a hunt for game.

The THE LISTENING

1 • I am proud of my country and

the United States. I believe in

what it stands for and the values it

upholds. The American flag is a

symbol of freedom and democracy,

and it is a source of pride for me and

my family.
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1941 Electric Refrigerators

MORE ECONOMICAL THAN EVER!

Operating Cost Has Dropped 50% In Last Five Years and Today Is As Low As $5 a Month. New Improvements Assure Bigger Savings In Food Buying and Better Protection

Let Us Show You Our New 1941 WESTINGHOUSE REFRIGERATORS

FOOTPRINTS EXPRESS — You could tell a United States Four Wheel Drive truck from a distance of two miles. Its footprint is exactly 14 inches. What's more, it won't skid.
Mrs. George Davis was hostess to a beautifully arranged contract party yesterday afternoon at her home in Fulton. Several hundred persons were entertained in Pickering apartments. Eddings

Mrs. Robert Orellu, Mrs. Warren; Mrs. M. W. Antle, Mrs. M. L. Parker, Mrs. Mary Orellu; Mrs. Clifford Shade, Mrs. Chris Daniel; Mrs. William Randolph; Mrs. Donald Boyce, Mrs. Nan.</head>
Italy, Reich Recognize Crotia As Separate And Independent State

The Italian announcement said:

"The Italian Government has been informed that the Reich has recognized Crotia as a separate and independent state. This recognition, which is reciprocated by the Italian Government, will be made known to foreign Minister tomorrow and the frontier of the state would be established "in agreement with the Great Britain.""

Mrs. J.A. Johnston.
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